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Abstract In this paper, we introduce a novel color seg-

mentation approach robust against digitization noise and

adapted to contemporary document images. This system is

scalable, hierarchical, versatile and completely automated,

i.e. user independent. It proposes an adaptive binarization/

quantization without any penalizing information loss. This

model may be used for many purposes. For instance, we rely

on it to carry out the first steps leading to advertisement

recognition in document images. Furthermore, the color

segmentation output is used to localize text areas and

enhance optical character recognition (OCR) performances.

We held tests on a variety of magazine images to point up our

contribution to the well-known OCR product Abby Finer-

Reader. We also get promising results with our ad detection

system on a large set of complex layout testing images.

Keywords Color segmentation � Document image �
Noisy image � Text detection � Advertisement classification

1 Introduction

Nowadays, we encounter more and more digitized docu-

ments with overlaying color layers owing to DTP (Desktop

publishing). However, few researches processing such

images exist in the literature. Even the existing ones target

specific applications such as mixed raster content (MRC)

[2]. Without prior processing of the colors in some docu-

ment pages, several applications, such as optical character

recognition (OCR) and layout segmentation, cannot be

efficient. Color information is imperative for further issues

such as advertisement detection.

Digitized documents are commonly spoiled by a con-

ventional series of operations (printing, digitization, image

compression, etc.) that affect the original colors and

introduce undesirable ones.

We propose to go back in time, that is to get closer to the

document as it was before being spoiled, like it was designed

by its author. This will enhance the image sharpness, remove

noise and render more efficient many applications such as

text detection, image classification, OCR, etc.

The first distortion that affects a document is its printing.

Printers usually use halftones of four colors (cyan,

magenta, yellow and black) to simulate the original colors

of the document. Though humans should not perceive the

halftoning, scanners can. Furthermore, the perceived colors

are not exactly equal to the original.

Most of the scanners, especially when they are improperly

set, introduce several kinds of distortions in the digitized

images. Figure 1 shows two kinds of color noise commonly

encountered in digitized documents. We call ‘‘saturation

noise’’ the chromatic pixels around black strokes (Fig. 1a).

This noise is often encountered on images digitized by linear

cameras. We call ‘‘Hue noise’’ the altered pixels within

chromatic areas (Fig. 1b). This is generally caused by a

digitization resolution that does not match the halftoning.

Low resolution also affects the gray-level elements: it

spreads out some black strokes so that they appear gray in the

resulting image; thus binarization would mangle the pat-

terns. Finally, lossy image compression methods intensify

the distortions by introducing additional noise.

In Sect. 2, we introduce a generic and versatile color

processing system for document images. Such a processing

is useful for diverse applications like OCR, layout seg-

mentation, block classification, etc. We will demonstrate
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the possibilities offered by our method on two applications:

OCR segmentation improvement and advertisement detec-

tion. Respective details and discussion are reported in

Sect. 3 and 4. These two applications are important steps in

implementing the first advertisement recognition system for

press images.

2 A generic multi-layer color segmentation system

2.1 Overview

We aim to get as close as possible to the original colors of

the document. To do so, we propose the color segmentation

scheme in Fig. 2.

• We first separate the chromatic layer from the achro-

matic one. A given pixel is called chromatic if it has a

defined hue (red, green, blue, yellow, etc). Otherwise, it

is achromatic (shades of gray, including black and

white). This step is fundamental as chromatic and

achromatic pixels cannot always be treated in the same

way. Indeed, it would be meaningless to apply some

processes that examine the hue values to achromatic

pixels, since the hue for these pixels is either undefined,

or unreliable 19. . Additionally, the saturation noise is

removed at this stage.

• The chromatic layer is split into monochromatic and

multi-chromatic layers:

– A monochromatic layer consists of elements printed

in flat tints; i.e. representable by only one color such

as text. A monochromatic layer’s quantization may

not imply any information loss.

– The multi-chromatic layer corresponds to the

photo-like areas. Let us remind that this paper is

designed to document images; applying our global

approach on natural images would be uninteresting.

• The achromatic layer is split into gray-scale, black and

white layers:

– The B and W layer consists of the zones that were

originally black and white. Its binarization does not

cause any Information loss. It would rather enhance

the contrast and remove some noise.

– The gray layer usually consists in graphical ele-

ments that would be spoiled if binarized.

The work reported in this paper is part of an industrial

framework. Therefore, throughout this paper each decision

will be driven by both accuracy and speed concerns. All the

proposed approaches do not require any document model

or any a priori information on the document class.

As a part of industrial needs and constraints, our color

segmentation system encompasses several self-contained

and complementary steps. Given the necessary input, each

step is reusable independently of the other ones. For

instance, if we know in advance that the input image is

gray-scale, only the achromatic split can be executed.

Section 2.3 estimates a preliminary stroke thickness

measure that will be used in the following sections.

2.2 Previous work

Very few works dealing with the chromatic/achromatic

separation exist in the literature. In [21], the separation is

simply carried out by thresholding the saturation channel.

Such a method is not suited to noisy images since some

achromatic noisy zones would be detected as chromatic

ones. Karatzas et al. [19] perform the chromatic/achro-

matic separation in web images based on the human per-

ceptual model. This method consists in a thresholding of

the HSV colors based on the human perception. However,

web images do not include much color noise. Thus, the

chromatic /achromatic separation would be simpler here

than on digitized images.

Once the chromatic and achromatic layers are created,

each one shall be segmented in turn. A large variety of

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Noise samples in document images
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Fig. 2 Color separation outline
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color quantization methods exist in the literature [3, 37].

Most of them are not suited to document images. In [23,

24], a color segmentation adapted to noisy ancient docu-

ments is presented. An elaborated k-means classification is

applied to perform the segmentation. As we do not have

any prior knowledge about the input images, we cannot

take advantage of such an algorithm since the number of

classes and the initial samples have to be set in advance.

Many algorithms handle color classification and automat-

ically determine the number of classes [1, 13, 33, 45]. Such

algorithms group together in visually similar colors.

However, the colors that are not sufficiently represented in

the image are assigned to wrong classes and this may cause

a significant loss of information that we have to avoid. In

[34, 35], Pujol et al. present a quantization method that

optimises the number of color classes. Their method has an

effect in merging similar color classes while extracting

poorly represented colors depicting significant details (e.g.

a small bird in a sky image). Such a method fits natural

images, not noisy document images since the color noise

would create wasted classes. Another color classification

algorithm using a new perceptual color-space is presented

in [38]. The classification is achieved by recursive analysis

of histograms peaks. The histograms analysis seems to be

applicable on our document images. Yet, we do not use any

human perceptual model. A color reduction algorithm

suited to document images is presented in [30]. It is a

mean-shift-based procedure using 3D color histograms and

an edge preserving smoothing filter. Such an approach

produces good results on text images, but it implies too

much information loss on document images including non-

text (photo) regions.

We segment the achromatic layer regardless of the

chromatic one since they have different features. As we

aim to identify the black and white (B.W.) regions to

binarize them, we separate the achromatic pixels into two

sub-layers: the gray layer and the B.W. one. A lot of locally

adaptive binarization methods suited to degraded document

images exist in the literature [5, 10, 17, 27, 31, 39]. Several

authors pre-process [28] or restore [8] the images before

binarizing it to insure better results. However, even if the

binarization method is very efficient, the binarization of

gray (graphical) zones causes a penalizing loss of infor-

mation. An alternative to this problem is to binarize after a

structural decomposition. The logical segmentation [4, 6,

16] identifies text elements, graphical zones, table, etc.

Only text zones are usually binarized afterwards. Such an

approach would provide good results on text elements.

However, we cannot apply structure-based methods since

they are time consuming and vastly dependent on the

document class. Furthermore, some bitonal graphics or

large title would not be binarized since they would not be

identified as text elements. Therefore, we are proposing an

achromatic segmentation approach that comes before any

binarization process.

2.3 Foreword: stroke thickness estimation

Most of the document image processing methods depends

on a resolution-related parameter (e.g. width of a struc-

turing element, size of a convolution matrix, etc.). To

determine such values, it would be rather futile to lean on

the digitization resolution. Indeed even if all documents

were digitized in the same resolution (some providers

proclaim that 300 dpi is universally suitable), each docu-

ment has its own typographic characteristics. Modern let-

ters and invoices are usually composed with 10 or 12 points

fonts, but advertisements, flyers and journals have unstable

typographies. Given a specific size, the strokes of a font

may have variable thickness depending on the typeface

anatomy (see Fig. 3).

In order to ensure that the algorithms presented in this

paper will be free of a ‘‘resolution’’ parameter, we will base

all our metrics on an estimation of the font’s stroke

thickness.

A quick and easy way to estimate the strokes’ width and

height without binarizing the image is to compute the

autocorrelation of the image along the horizontal and

vertical axes. The estimation would obviously be more

accurate if we determined the main orientation of the

strokes, but this would cost much time for a little gain.

Let Th(I, d) be the translation of the gray-scale image I

(defined on the plane X) of d pixels along the horizontal

axis. We define the sequence DhðIÞn
� �

n
with:

DhðIÞ0 ¼ 0

DhðIÞn ¼
X

p2X
kIðpÞ � ThðI; nÞðpÞk ð1Þ

To estimate the mean stroke width Sw of an image, we

compute the sequence DhðIÞn
� �

n
until the slope becomes

lower than 0.1. Then, we set Sw ¼ n:

The computation of the mean strokes’ height Sh goes the

same with the vertical translation Tv(I, d) and the sequence

DvðIÞn
� �

n
:

We tested this algorithm on various documents (see

Fig. 4) and we measured the strokes’ width and height

manually. The strokes’ thickness range was from 2 to 10

pixels inclusive. The mean error between Sw and the

measures was 1.25 pixels, which is quite good since the

images are never binarized in the process. Due to

Fig. 3 Two fonts with the same

size but with different stroke

thickness
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prominence of vertical strokes in the writing, the mean

error between Sh and the measures was 1.75 pixels.

Since a stroke’s edge in a gray-scale image is nearly

always smoothed, it is impossible to precisely measure its

thickness. Therefore, having a mean error lower than 2

pixels tends to prove that our estimator is accurate.

In the following, as we do not know the orientation of

the document images, we will use the estimator St ¼
maxðSw;ShÞ: Such a measure will be used to render

parameter-free several stages of our color analysis system.

2.4 Color segmentation

2.4.1 Chromatic/achromatic split

The chromatic/achromatic separation consists in creating a

binary mask where each entry indicates whether the cor-

responding pixel is chromatic or not.

The final maskMF is computed using two main data: a

saturation measure S* and the coarse mask MC:

SaturationðS�Þ �! Coarse detectionðMCÞ �
! LocalisationðMFÞ

Computation of the saturation The chromatic/achromatic

split is usually achieved by thresholding the saturation

channel [21]: the chromatic content is generally highly

saturated whereas the achromatic pixels have low values of

saturation. However, computing the saturation on dark pixels

is insignificant, since its computation involves division by

low lightness values. Figure 5b shows black (achromatic)

zones having greater values of saturation than the green

(chromatic) background.

For this reason, we introduce a new measure of pseudo-

saturation, which is defined below, instead of the tradi-

tional saturation.

I : X! N
3

p 7!ðRp;Gp;BpÞ
ð2Þ

The pseudo-saturation S* of I is defined by:

S�ðIÞ : X! N

p 7!maxðjRp � Gpj; jRp � Bpj; jGp � BpjÞ
ð3Þ

The asset of this pseudo-saturation is that it is valid on dark

pixels (as well as light ones) since its computation does not

imply any division as opposed to standard saturation for-

mula (see Fig. 5c).

Whatever the saturation’s formula, we cannot get rid of

the saturation noise directly. Figure 6 represents the pseudo-

saturation output of a sample color image (blue handwritten

text on the top, black printed text below). It shows that it is

impossible to find an appropriate threshold that removes the

noise and detects chromatic regions at the same time.

To get rid of the color noise, we operate a coarse

detection of the chromatic areas. Then, we refine the results

by localizing those zones accurately. Such a decomposition

has a practical purpose: it is possible to stop at the end of the

first step if we just want to know whether an image includes

chromatic (or achromatic) regions, which is time saving.

Coarse detection of chromatic zones The purpose of this

section is to identify all the chromatic zones and to remove

the saturation noise, even if the localization is not precise.

The output at this level will be the coarse mask MC:

Fig. 4 Samples of the images

used to test the strokes’

thickness estimation

High

Low

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5 Saturation versus pseudo-saturation: a Color image, b satu-

ration image (HSV), c pseudo-saturation image, d Saturation caption

Fig. 6 a Color image, b pseudo saturation image, c pseudo-saturation

caption, d pseudo-saturation thresholded at 25 %, e pseudo-saturation

thresholded at 40 %, f Thresholded images caption
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We begin by reducing the image size using a Gaussian

re-sampling. The scale reduction smoothes the image; thus,

it eliminates some noise. Furthermore, processing a reduced

image is faster than handling the full size one. The appro-

priate scale reduction factor should be computed automat-

ically. It is fixed to St: Such a value reduces the color noise

without destroying the small chromatic zones (such as text)

since the scale depends on the strokes’ thickness. Let us

remind that the use of St renders all our processings inde-

pendent to the acquisition resolution. Furthermore, this

scaling standardizes the font metrics in the images. Thus, it

is possible to process all the images using the same

parameters as they all have the same stroke width/height.

As the saturation noise is located next to black text

pixels, we apply a morphological color dilatation of the

dark elements. This replaces the remaining chromatic noise

with regular text pixels without destroying the truly chro-

matic zones. Since the image size has already been nor-

malized, the size of the dilatation structural element can be

common to all images and is fixed to a low value, 3 9 3, to

avoid further loss of information. As the noise is always

narrower than the text’s strokes, we can remove noise

without destroying the text. We call the resulting image Ir.

The pseudo-saturation measure is computed over Ir (see

Fig. 7b). The image S*(Ir) is then thresholded to create the

coarse mask MC: The pseudo-saturation values under the

threshold correspond to achromatic colors; the other ones

represent chromatic regions. The pseudo-saturation

threshold estimation relies on S*(Ir)’s histogram’s peaks.

The mask displayed in Fig. 7c shows that the color noise

is successfully removed. The chromatic area localization is

refined in the next section.

Accurate chromatic/achromatic split Provided MC; we

can now precisely extract the shapes and create MF:

This can only be done using the full scale image.

Therefore, we will combine the previous mask MC

(Fig. 7c) with a new one calledMA given by thresholding

the full-sized pseudo-saturation image (Fig. 6d).

The most intuitive combination method may be the

logical intersection of MC and MA: However, such an

operation is not efficient on images with a chromatic

background (see Fig. 8).

To overcome this problem, we propose to compute the

final mask as the logical intersection of MC’s bounding

boxes (in the original scale) and MA: The red boxes in

Fig. 9a represent the bounding boxes extracted from MC;

Fig. 9b displays the mask MA and Fig. 9c MF:

Results The chromatic/achromatic split results are very

satisfying. Indeed, the color detection precision reaches

99.88 % [32]. The engine has managed to remove all the

color noise in Figs. 1 and 10.

2.4.2 Chromatic segmentation

A set of chromatic pixels grouped together constitute either a

monochromatic or a multi-chromatic zone. Monochromatic

colors are separated from one another. Multi-chromatic

zones (photos) are kept unchanged. Text elements above a

multi-chromatic background are considered as a part of a

multi-chromatic zone; thus the area is not extracted here.

As mentioned earlier, we are interested in how the

document is composed, not how it is perceived. Thus, we

chose the HSV color-space to represent colors. The most

important factor in terms of color discrimination in this

color-space is Hue [29, 42]; so our chromatic split is based

on the Hue channel.

When an image contains both monochromatic and multi-

chromatic zones, the global Hue histogram is impossible to

analyze. Thus, each chromatic zone is processed at a local

level.

A Hue histogram with wide peaks corresponds to a

multi-chromatic zone, whereas narrow peaks indicate the

presence monochromatic areas. The multi-chromatic areas

Fig. 7 Chromatic/achromatic mask computed on the reduced image:

a Original image I, b reduced and dilated image Ir, c MC

Fig. 8 a Green background image, b mask obtained by logical

intersection of MC and MA : approximately the same as MC

Fig. 9 a MC; b MA; c MF
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are thus easily identified. A given peak is considered wide

if it is larger than 10 % of the Hue spectrum (the ratio 10 %

has been determined experimentally).

The monochromatic zones can optionally be quantified,

if the algorithm is used in a MRC [2] process for instance.

The achromatic regions are obviously ignored at this stage.

Definition of the local processing zones We assume that

it is more reliable to process small zones (such as charac-

ters) together than processing each one independently of its

context. For this reason, we use the bounding boxes of the

mask MC (Sect. 2.4.1) instead of MF to define the pro-

cessing zones.

Multi-chromatic color separation We will call Hl
i the

local histogram of the zone i. Histograms containing large

peaks always correspond to multi-chromatic zones and are

deftly classified as such.

Monochromatic color separation To improve the con-

sistency, we will base our segmentation on a color model

corresponding to the set of colors present in the image,

excluding the multi-chromatic areas.

From now, we ignore the Hl
i

� �
i

histograms associated

with the multi-chromatic zones. A global hue histogramHg

is created from the addition of all the remaining Hl
i

� �
i

histograms. Thus, the global histogram consists of exclu-

sively discrete chromatic colors. The color model is

deduced from the global histogram’s modes. We will create

a color layer for each mode.

The classification is handled at the pixel level, not at the

connected component or the zone level, since two distinct

colors can be present side by side in the same zone.

Most of the chromatic zones include hue noise pixels

(altered color pixels inside the homogeneous chromatic

zones). Figure 11 displays two samples of layers resulting

from a simple classification where each pixel’s hue is

compared to the color model. The resulting layers show

that such a method cannot handle hue noise (e.g.: purple

pixels around the red cross).

The sole global histogram is not enough to determine

whether a pixel is part of the noise or a relevant color pixel.

The local histogram is not sufficient because of inevitable

local variations of hue in the document due to electronic

noise and to the mix of colors used by printers.

Therefore, we propose a classification method based on

a double validation. Both the local and the global hue

histograms are used to validate the pixel assignment. A

noise pixel’s hue is drifting away from the modes and to be

locally assigned to a random color class. As the global

histogram typically contains more modes, the same pixel is

likely to be globally assigned to another random color

class. Therefore, a pixel whose local and global classifi-

cations disagree is considered to be noise.

Let MgðPÞ be the nearest mode to a given pixel P in

Hg;MlðPÞ the nearest mode to P in its corresponding local

histogram Hl
i: Because of the color variations in the image,

a local mode can have a value slightly different from its

global counterpart. Therefore, we cannot compare these

MgðPÞ andMlðPÞ directly. The correct way is to compute

MgðMlðPÞÞ; the nearest mode to MlðPÞ in Hg: If

MgðPÞ ¼ MgðMlðPÞÞ then P is assigned to the layer

associated with MgðPÞ; else P is a color noise.

The process is illustrated in Fig. 12:

• case of the blue pixel (Hue(P) = 150): MgðPÞ ¼ 159;

MlðPÞ ¼ 160; MgðMlðPÞÞ ¼ 159; here MgðPÞ ¼
MgðMlðPÞÞ; so the pixel is assigned to the blue layer;

• case of the pink pixel (Hue(P) = 5): MgðPÞ ¼ 8;

MlðPÞ ¼ 21;MgðMlðPÞÞ ¼ 21; this time MgðPÞ 6¼
MgðMlðPÞÞ; so the pixel is rejected as hue noise.

Results Figures 13 and 14 show the respective results of

three input images. The chromatic layers are displayed on a

black background. As expected, the multi-chromatic zone

in Fig. 13 is not decomposed. In this figure, the pale pink

dithering is a separate layer. Figure 14 shows that even the

smallest color components are correctly separated.

2.4.3 Achromatic segmentation

Zone classification The achromatic layer is segmented into

a B.W. and a gray sub-layers in a similar way as the pre-

vious section.

Fig. 10 Chromatic/achromatic split results

Fig. 11 Hue noise not removed by simple classification
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Using the global luminance histogram’s first and last

peaks, we compute black and white thresholds. The lightest

pixels (whose luminance is greater than T B) are immedi-

ately assigned to the B.W. layer. The white area in Fig. 15c

corresponds to those pixels. The remaining pixels are

merged into distinct processing zones (connected compo-

nents), so that each zone is locally classified. Figure 15d

shows the resulting processing zones (in white).

Digitization, especially bad quality digitization, spreads

out some black elements so that they appear gray in the

resulting image. Thus, classifying the pixels independently

of their neighborhood would be completely unreliable. For

this reason, our classification candidates are the processing

zones.

Large-sized zones are probably graphical elements and

they are more likely to be gray-scale. Hence, a specific

method is used to classify them. Here again, the St measure

is used to define the size separation (large and small zones).

We estimated that a character’s size is generally about

11St � 11St pixels. Here, we consider that a zone is ‘large’

if it encompasses more than 30 characters, i.e. its area is

greater than 3500S2
t :

Large zones may correspond to huge black titles. Such

zones feature a small ratio of gray noise. Therefore, a large

zone is assigned to the B.W. layer if and only if more than

90 % of the pixel luminance values are under the T B

threshold. The ratio 90 % has been experimentally deter-

mined: we achieved the best results with such a value on a

0 255191159128432180 25521 160

1.  Color pixel (hue=150)

Local histogram

Global histogram

0 255191159128432180 25521 160

2.  Noise pixel (hue=5)

Pixel hue Pixel hue

Nearest
local mode:160

Nearest
global mode:159

Pixel hue Pixel hue

Nearest
local mode:21

Nearest
global
mode:8

Associated modes

Associated modes

Fig. 12 The classification method applied to a chromatic pixel and a

noise pixel

Mono-chromatic layers Multi-chromatic layer

Fig. 13 Chromatic split

Fig. 14 Hue layers
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dataset composed of various images. Please notice that a

light modification of this parameter (85–95 %) does not

affect the results significantly.

A feature vector is associated with each small zone. It

consists of the first peak’s abscissa in the local histogram

and the width of that peak. Zones with large peaks are more

likely to belong to the gray class.

Since the T B threshold is computed on the global his-

togram, all the zones have contributed to the computation

of this value. However, small zones contain lighter pixels

than large zones (due to a generalized disrespect of the

Shannon-Niquist sampling theorem) and T B is not adapted

to correctly classify these zones. Thus, a new threshold T 0B
is introduced. It is extracted from an histogram composed

by adding all the local histograms associated with small

zones.

A small zone is assigned to the B.W. layer if its features

are respectively lower than the T 0B threshold and the

average value of the chosen peaks’ width.

Contextual classification Now that all the zones are

classified, small zones assignment is reviewed to rectify

confusing situations that were impossible to classify cor-

rectly without any knowledge on their neighborhood. Let

us consider a text image where small zones correspond to

characters. It is unlikely to encounter a gray letter among a

black text. Hence, we assign all isolated gray zone to the

B.W. class so that the classification is consistent.

Rules detection Rules are straight lines, table borders,

etc. Such elements are usually composed by thin and

shaded strokes. Hence the previous classification assigned

them to the gray layer. This section aims to detect rules to

reassign them to the B.W. layer. The following algorithm is

applied on large gray zones.

1. A morphological gray-scale erosion is applied on the

image. The structural element size is fixed to ð2 � StÞ�
ð2 � StÞ: This erosion should clear all the thin lines.

Indeed, if the stroke width is St; such an erosion

should delete all the dark strokes.

2. If there is no more dark pixels (i.e. pixels with a

luminance below T B), the zone is considered to

contain rules. Otherwise, the region remains in the

gray layer.

Results A sample of the resulting films is shown below.

The gray films are displayed in gray-scale on a blue

background (for visibility reasons). The B.W. film is

binarized and displayed on a white background. Results are

very satisfying even on poor quality documents (see

Fig. 16).

The last example in Fig. 16 shows that the overlaying

text lines creating ambiguous configurations are assigned

to the gray layer. This avoids penalising information loss

by binarization.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 15 a Input image, b MF;
c obvious white pixels,

d processing zones

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 16 a Input images, b gray layers, c B.W. layers
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2.4.4 Color segmentation result’s summary

A final output image given by stacking up all the layers is

associated with each input image. A sample of the resulting

images is displayed in Fig. 17. We can see that the

recomposed images are cleaner than the original ones and

color information is preserved.

Figure 18 shows that, unlike our approach, even the

most competitive existing color reduction methods (DjVu

[12] and the one in [30]) do not succeed to assign one color

to one word which would penalize the text extraction stage.

Let us remind that our method does not perform a blind

binarization but separates color, gray, black and white

shapes.

Using a 2.3 Ghz CPU machine, the mean execution time

for an A4 image of resolution 300 dpi is about 4 s, i.e. the

execution time is about 0.04 ms per 1,000 pixels. Table 1

shows the time ratio consumed by the principal stages of

the color analysis algorithm.

The execution time varies according to the image con-

tent: the algorithm is much faster on a simple layout than a

sophisticated one. Furthermore, if we have some a priori

information on the input image several steps can be omit-

ted. For instance, if we desire to binarize all the achromatic

regions, the third stage can be omitted, which makes the

algorithm approximately three times as fast.

3 Application to Text localization to improve OCR

results

A variety of approaches to text information extraction, that

goes from detection to recognition, from images and video

have been proposed for specific applications, including

page segmentation, address block localization, license plate

localization, etc. In spite of such extensive studies, there is

still no general-purpose system. A survey of text infor-

mation extraction methods is given in [18].

Several researches have been done in text extraction in

compressed domain (MPEG, JPEG...) [26, 48]. However,

they concern videos and use motion information to extract

text. Our method processes compressed images as well as

regular ones since the color segmentation stage efficiently

filters the compression damage.

We chose a connected component-based method for text

location to get profit from our color segmentation system.

CC-based method using color reduction is also used in [15,

20]. As our color segmentation method adapts to each

region’s content, we can provide a text detection method

that is suited to any context: black, white or colored text on

white, black, colored or photo background. Such generic-

ness distinguishes our method from the literature.

Text extraction and enhancement usually generate the input

for an OCR algorithm. Indeed, the most sophisticated OCR

Fig. 17 1. Input images, 2. Color processed images

(b)(a)

(d)(c)

Fig. 18 Result comparisons: a input image, b color reduction [30],

c DjVu [12], d our method
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softwares cannot retrieve text on multi-chromatic background

and are not efficient on noisy documents. Extraction and

enhancement are independent issues. Color segmentation is

related to text extraction, but cannot significantly improve the

character shapes. Therefore, in this section, we will evaluate

the OCR performance on text line segmentation.

3.1 Text extraction in monochromatic films

Inside each monochromatic and B.W. layer, text lines are

composed by connected component grouping. The group-

ing criteria are horizontal alignment, similar heights and a

small horizontal distance between the components.

This method detects horizontal and slightly slanted text

lines. This restriction is, however, acceptable since vertical

and highly slanted text are rare in press documents.

Moreover, this kind of algorithm answers an important

industrial constraint as it is fast.

3.2 Text extraction in multi-chromatic and gray films

The multi-chromatic and gray layers generally correspond

to photos and may embed text. We use the cumulated

gradients [22] method to estimate the approximate text

position. We define the horizontal partial derivative dx of a

color pixel p(x, y) as:

dxðpÞ ¼ M=jMj ¼ max
oRp

ox

����

����;
oGp

ox

����

����;
oBp

ox

����

����

� �
ð4Þ

The size of the accumulation window is set to 45� St (this

threshold corresponds to an average word width value that

we computed on various documents).

Areas having high values of cumulated dx indicate the

presence of text lines (Fig. 19b). Thus, we track text inside

such zones: each one is quantized (see Fig. 19c). For each

color, connected components are extracted and we apply

successively to them the same algorithm as in Sect. 3.1.

Let us consider Fig. 19b to illustrate the process. The

quantization gives rise to three color films. The connected

components grouping method locates text in the ’yellow’

components.

3.3 Results: Line segmentation enhancement

Obviously, it would be little interesting to apply the pro-

posed segmentation system on documents with regular

layout such as novels. Actually, our method is fit for col-

ored documents with complex structures. Women’s mag-

azines are thus perfect candidate to demonstrate its

advantages.

We held tests on 448 pages coming from the issue

‘‘3321’’ of the French magazine ‘‘Elle’’ and the issue ‘‘73

02 10’’ of ‘‘Glamour’’. The resulting ground truth consists

of 14,303 text lines. The corpus includes text embedded in

photo areas as well as regular text lines. The results will be

given in terms of recall (R) and precision (P) values

computed on the bounding boxes of the text lines. We used

the Deteval experimental protocol to evaluate the results.

Details on the method are reported in [43]. Let us remind

that:

R ¼ # correctly detected rectangles

# rectangles in the database

P ¼ # correctly detected rectangles

# detected rectangles

Let us point out that our text detection approach is not

designed to perform line segmentation, but to indicate the

text positions. Thus, it is affected by over-segmentation

and sub-segmentation problems resulting in low precision

values.

Table 1 Time ratio per step

Step Chromatic/achromatic

split

Chromatic

split

Achromatic

split

Time ratio 13 % 11 % 76 %

(b) Cumulated gradients(a) Original imge

(c) Quantization result(d) The layer containing text

Fig. 19 Text extraction in

multi-chromatic areas
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Consequently, we have decided to rely on the com-

mercial product Abbyy Finereader 8.1 to compute the

segmentation. Indeed, FineReader is known to achieve

good segmentation (and recognition) rates. Furthermore, it

will be easier to compare our system with the existing ones

using a commercial product than using an ad-hoc method.

To do so, we automatically generated images with the

content of the text zones localized by our method. Such

images are free of graphic zones but do contain the text that

was embedded in photos.

Table 2 shows the results given on, respectively, the

original images and our generated text images.

Taking advantage of the fact that Finereader tries to

recognize the characters, we set a filter to remove lines

composed of more than 50 % non-alphanumeric characters

and lines containing less than 3 characters. Finereader’s

results recorded in Table 2 are achieved after this simple

filtering that improved the precision by almost 10 % and

keeps the recall unchanged.

Finereader’s recall on the original image is lower that

our method’s recall. However, Finereader’s recall being

higher than ours on images generated from our text local-

ization is explained by the method of evaluation (Deteval)

that penalizes over-segmentation.

The recall amelioration is mainly due to our text

detection inside multi-chromatic areas. Indeed, Finereader

efficiently recognizes regular text lines but usually does not

look for text in graphical areas (see result samples in

Fig 20).

We notice a light precision drop when applying Fine-

reader on our generated images. This is due to some regular

textures in graphical areas that may be wrongly detected

and recognized as text lines.

We studied the resulting lines and found that Fine-

reader’s recall on our generated images should be greater.

It appears that a number of the text lines that we have

correctly detected are dropped. This happens because of by

fancy fonts or page layouts that Finereader cannot handle.

Table 2 Line segmentation results on a database of 14,303 elements

Input R P

Lines from our text localization method 88.58 54.22

Finereader applied to original images 81.63 93.70

Finereader applied to images processed with our

method

91.03 90.89

Finereader
applied to 
original images

Finereader
applied to 
images processed
with our method

(a) (b)

Fig. 20 a Finereader result

samples, b caption
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Comparing our results with the previous ones is difficult

as we do not handle the same input. Indeed a number of

researches related to text detection and recognition in

videos exist in the literature. For instance, [44] achieves

text detection at R = 93.5 in video frames. However, in

document images, we obviously cannot profit from the

frame frequency features to track text.

4 Application to advertisement detection

and localization

Provided the previous text lines detection output and the

color Information, we can build robust features to classify

document images’ blocks. In this section, we focus on a

specific application: advertisement detection in magazine

and newspaper images. This application answers two

industrial problems:

1. removing ads from a corpus of articles to build a press

review,

2. allowing an advertiser to check if a newspaper or

journal did really publish all the advertisements that

were ordered.

Figure 21 shows representative samples of advertise-

ment and non-ad blocks. We can notice that the distinction

between them can be a very complicated task, especially

without semantic knowledge.

Several researches have been carried out to detect ads

within web images and videos. In [25] and [11], image

features and text features extracted from the HTML code

are used to categorize web images. Semantic features are

also used in [36] to remove advertisements from web

pages. Ads detection in video frames usually relies on

frame frequency features and audio features [41, 47] that

we obviously cannot use. Color, texture and edge features

are also used to detect ads in video streams in [40].

Texture features can be time consuming and not practical

to handle by final users. Furthermore, they might not be

discriminatory enough on contemporary printed docu-

ments. Multi-scale Gabor Filters are used to detect a

special kind of advertisements in [46]. However, such an

approach cannot be generalized to detect all the magazine

ads.

Classifiers are usually SVM [7], AdaBoost [9] and

neural networks [14].

4.1 Blocks extraction and pre-classification

At first, we extract text blocks and graphic blocks. Text

blocks contain only text lines whereas graphic blocks

contain graphic elements (photo, figure, etc.) and possibly

text lines.

Neighboring text lines with similar heights are grouped

together to create a text block. Such blocks generally

correspond to articles.

Graphic blocks are directly inferred from multi-chro-

matic and gray zones and from connected components

from any other layer that were not included in a line during

the text localization step. Text lines embedded in such

blocks are naturally a part of them.

Only graphic blocks including text lines are candidates

for ads detection. Indeed, an advertisement always contains

graphical elements, at least a frame. Similarly, ads neces-

sary include text.

(a) (b)

Fig. 21 Candidate blocks

extracted from the same issue.

a An Ads sample, b a Graphic

sample
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4.2 Classification features

In order to specifically evaluate our method, we choose to

use only visual feature and no semantic ones. Moreover

semantic features are best used to find a given ad in the

corpus (e.g. a product or merchant’s name, words that are

specific to the kind of product that is advertised. . .). As we

want to build a system able to retrieve any advertisement, it

is impossible to select universal enough semantic data.

The main visual properties of advertisement blocks are:

colored text and/or colored background, multiple colors and/

or photo areas, irregular text lines (varying widths and

heights), few text lines, the block is close to an edge of the

page, the block is not included in a text article. Unfortunately,

these properties are never all relevant at the same time.

We expressed them in terms of a set of numeral features

associated with each candidate block. This set consists of:

• the (respectively) black, white, gray, monochromatic

and multi-chromatic pixels ratio;

• the number of different monochromatic colors;

• the percentage and density of (respectively) black,

white, gray, monochromatic and multi-chromatic text

lines (multi-chromatic text lines are text lines included

in a multi-chromatic area);

• the variance of the text lines width and height;

• the intersection area ratio with the other blocks;

• the block position within the page.

Thus, the feature vector’s dimension is 22.

4.3 Classification results

We used AdaBoost [9] for its ability to select the most

effective features for each document.

We held tests on about 400 simple and double pages

coming from various word-wide magazines and newspa-

pers. The data set contains issues of press in several lan-

guages digitized with different qualities and resolutions

provided by our industrial partner. The total number

A positive

sample

correctly

classified

A negative sample correcly classified

A negative

sample

wrongly

classified

Fig. 22 Classification results of

five sample blocks
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blocks is 3,458. 547 blocks are candidate for classification

(i.e.: graphical blocks containing text lines); 63 % are

advertisements.

Figure 22 illustrates the classification results of five

sample blocks.

Once again, results are given in terms of precision and

recall. The results reported in Table 3 are given with a

repeated random sub-sampling validation (100 times). The

learning database contains 50 % of the blocks. Considering

that most of the image classification methods need a 80-20

or 90-10 split, we can already consider that our features are

quite generic.

The AdaBoost weights show that overall the 22 features

are useful, different feature subsets being selected for each

document. We have carried out a PCA that confirms this

assessment.

In [25], web images classification as advertisement

reaches R = 87.66 % and P = 72.33 % with AdaBoost. The

classification accuracy achieves 92.55 % in soccer videos

[41]. The recall value is close to ours, yet video features are

much richer than document features.

The proposed color processing system makes it possible

to reach high performances on par with the closest research

fields.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented an efficient color segmentation

system for noisy document images. The proposed system is

generic, since it is applicable on any document structure.

All the parameters are automatically computed using a

novel stroke thickness estimation.

We introduced a new measure of pseudo-saturation to

detect chromatic pixels and got rid of the saturation noise.

Within the chromatic layer, we distinguished the

homogeneous areas representable by only one color from

the multi-chromatic ones (photos). This segmentation is

achieved using a double classification using local and

global Hue histograms.

We similarly used luminance histograms to separate the

B.W. and the gray layers. Such a decomposition allows

high quality and local (targeted) binarization avoiding any

penalizing loss of information.

Two valued applications have been proposed to validate

the color processing system.

The resulting layers made the text detection easy and

efficient. We improved Finereader’s line segmentation’s

recall by ten points on women journals with complex

layouts. Indeed, text tracking enables the OCR to retrieve

additional lines, especially the ones embedded in multi-

chromatic areas.

The acquired color and text information was also used to

detect ads in press images. Such an issue is innovative as it

is the first one to handle ads in complex document images.

We inferred simple visual features from our segmentation

and classified them with AdaBoost. In spite of the com-

plexity of the processed data, we reached very good results

compared to the ones obtained on web images and video.

In future work, we aim to combine OCR results with our

advertisement detection method to generate a complete ad

recognition system.
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